Figure 16 Making Sense: a transferable framework for creative inquiry – a type of ‘material invention’ © Gray & Burnett, 2012

LEGEND
AIM

To stimulate capacity for imagination, critical reflection and collaboration by learning to engage with and
resolve matters of uncertainty and complexity

WHY

Towards developing greater confidence, self-reliance and resilience, that may be used in new
challenging situations

PEOPLE

Participants willing to work together in twos or threes, with differing perspectives so as to encounter
difference and intensify uncertainty
Facilitator to be an experienced critical practitioner who believes in the aim (context dependent)

CHANCE / CHOICE

Starting point for inquiry using sensory stimuli to perplex and make demands, to take participants out
of their comfort zones, to challenge preferred ways of doing things, assuming no artistic capabilities

SPACE

Physically open where all activities are visible, promoting engagement and momentum in a
conducive space for ‘serious play’ in which judgement can be suspended

METHODS

1) PROJECT - structured, time limited, encouraging an immersive experience, outcome orientated
2) STIMULI – sensory stimuli (context dependent)
3) DIALOGUE – structured conversations – focused at key points, also on going during exploration
4) RESEARCH LOGS – capturing and exchanging thinking
5) EXPLORATION – with everyday materials towards “making sense” of given stimuli
6) SHARE PROJECT EXPERIENCES – using the outcomes to focus and “tell the story”
7) EVALUATION - using “star proforma” to record participants shifts in self-perception (context dependent)
- using labels to capture “gut” feelings before, during and after exploration
- using photography / video to capture material evidence

METHODOLOGY

Emergent as a result of dialogue and immersion in exploration and reflection;
the ‘stars’ represent points of contextual reference to be added as appropriate

NB Aspects of this framework are elaborated in:
Barrett, E. and Bolt, B. (eds.) 2013, ‘Material Inventions: Applying Creative Research’, Chapter 11 Gray, C. and Burnett, G. Making Sense: Exploring Materialist Pedagogies Through Imagination, Collaboration and Criticality

